Adhesive tapes
Isotape 4138
Value

►

1.5 mil polypropylen

backing thickness

mm

Thickness

mm

0.065

Colour
Backing

►

low noise and easy unwinding

►

Modified acrylic adhesive

►

Electrolytic and chemical resistance

Test norm

transparent /
Yellow
Polypropylen bi
-oriented
0.040
ASTM-D1000
ASTM-D1000

Acrylic

Adhesive
Adhesion to steel

N/25 mm

8

ASTM-D1000

Elongation

%

100

ASTM-D1000

Tensile strength

N/25 mm

120

ASTM-D1000

Breakdown voltage

V

4000

ASTM-D1000

Thermal class

°C

130

ASTM-D1000

General description
4138 utilizes a 1.5 mil polypropylen bi-oriented
backing with a modified acrylic adhesive. The
acrylic adhesive exhibits a special resistance to
the electrolytic solution and other chemicals
agents and solvents.
Application
- End wrapping of capacitor bobin
- External finition to the capacitor
- Ground insulation
- Final bandage of coil (tore transformer)
- Splicing of several insulation film
Storage Conditions
For the best shelf time storage temperature
should be:
15°C to 25°C
relative humidity: 40% +/- 30%
Shelf life
4138 can be stored at room temperature for at
least 12 month.
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The product properties set forth in this data sheet are based on the results of testing of typical
material produced by the affiliated companies of Von Roll Holding Ltd. (underneath referred as
Von Roll). Some variation in product properties is typical. Comments or suggestions relating to
any subject other than product properties are offered only to call the end-user's or other person's
attention to considerations which may be relevant in the independent determination of the use
and/or manner of use of product. Von Roll does not claim or warrant that the use of its product
will have the results described in this data sheet or that the information provided is complete,
accurate or useful. The user should test the product to determine its properties and its suitability
for the intended use. Von Roll expressly disclaims any liability for any damage, harm, injury,
cost or expense to any person resulting directly or indirectly from that person's reliance on any
information contained in this data sheet. Nothing contained in this data sheet constitutes
representation or warranty as to any matter whatsoever. Von Roll makes no warranties
whatsoever in this data sheet, expressed or implied, including any implied warranty or fitness for
a particular use or purpose. Von Roll shall in no event be liable for incidental, exemplary, punitive
or consequential damages.
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